BREXIT
November 29th, 2021

11:00 – 11:10

Introduction of conference

General review of Brexit and Trade and
Cooperation Agreement:
- Background on Brexit and the TCA
- Summary of relevant developments from the EU side
11:10 – 11:55

- Summary of relevant developments in the last year
and emerging themes, including:
-

Political issues
Impact on trade
Regulatory divergence
The Northern Ireland issue

Živilė Genytė
Business Development
Manager,
Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

Gustaf Duhs
Partner,
Law firm Stevens & Bolton
Gintarė Taluntytė
Senior Associate,
Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

To be presented in English
UKCA marking

11:55 – 12:40

- An overview of the relevant regulatory landscape
around product conformity
- UKCA marking – what is it?
- Timing and requirements for transition to UKCA

Gustaf Duhs
Partner,
Law firm Stevens & Bolton

To be presented in English
Rules of origin and customs duties:
- An introduction to preferential and non-preferential
origin: what they are and why they matter
- Preferential rules of origin in the context of the EU-UK
TCA: discussed using an example
12:40 – 13:25

- Procedural requirements relating to meeting rules of
origin: statement on origin, importers knowledge,
supplier’s declaration

Ingrida Kemežienė
Expert,
Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

- The importance of customs compliance: recordkeeping, origin verification, preparing for post-import
customs clearance

To be presented in Lithuanian and English
13:25 – 14:10

Tax requirements for e-commerce:

Ingrida Kemežienė
Expert,

- An introduction to the UK’s new low-value
consignment rules introduced in January 2021

Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

- Detailed outline of the key changes and what it means
for different stakeholders: VAT collected at the point of
sale vs point of importation, B2C vs B2B
- Low-value consignments: import VAT only and no
customs duties, but what are the customs formality
requirements?
- EU-UK TCA: origin rules for small consignments from
the UK’s perspective

To be presented in Lithuanian and English
Travelling and posting requirements:
- Key immigration implications of Brexit
- European Settlement Scheme – overview and update
- Business trips to the UK – what is and isn’t permitted
and common pitfalls to avoid
14.10-14.55

- Frontier worker permit scheme
- Options for working in the UK
-

an overview of the sponsorship regime
the Seasonal Worker visa scheme
other key immigration categories

Kerry Garcia
Partner,
Law firm Stevens & Bolton
Jackie Penlington
Managing Associate,
Law firm Stevens & Bolton

- Other considerations when posting workers to the UK

To be presented in English
Main sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
requirements for exports to the UK:

14:55 – 15:40

- Main principles of the SPS requirements following the
UK's withdrawal from the EU (including the subject
matter of the SPS and exceptions). Relevant SPS
requirements’ dates (milestones);
- Main sanitary requirements (documents, registrations
and other authorizations);

Dovydas Gudžiūnas
Associate,
Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

- Main phytosanitary requirements (documentation,
registrations and other authorizations).

To be presented in Lithuanian
Dispute prevention and resolution after Brexit:
- What changes are we seeing following Brexit?

Michael Frisby
Partner,
Law firm Stevens & Bolton

- Main rules applicable to EU-UK dispute resolution after
Brexit

Agnė Kisieliauskaitė
Senior Associate,

- Options for dealing with disputes
15:40 – 16:25

- Top tips on avoiding problems and considerations
when a problem arises

Law firm Ellex Valiūnas ir
partneriai

To be presented English

We would be glad if you could join and participate. Please register here.
The conference will be held in english language on Monday, November 29th, 2021 at
11.00 a.m. on Versli Lietuva facebook account.

